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How to Deal
With
Dystopia:
“The Missing
Planet” at
Pecci
Centre, Prato

by Sofia Gotti

 

The exhibition The Missing
Planet: Visions and re-
visions of ‘Soviet Times’ from
the Pecci Centre’s and other
collections presents
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Erik Bulatov, Perestroika, 1989. Original project displayed
on the facade of the Centro Pecci, Prato 
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artworks from countries
under Soviet influence—from
the Balkans to Central Asia—
spanning a period from just
before Perestroika to the
present day. The show
examines how artists
grappled with the legacies
of failed utopian projects—
from Soviet Communism, to
space colonization, to those
of the Russian historical
avant-gardes—and presents
the tangible tensions
between utopia and
dystopia, memory and ruin,
and science fiction and
archeology. The exhibition’s
venue could not be more
apt; the Pecci Centre in
Prato, Tuscany, is the
product of a retrofuturistic
architectural intervention by
Maurice Nio onto an original
1980s building by Italo
Gamberini.
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(http://www.milanoartbulletin.com/)
 

The Pecci Centre looks like a U.F.O. that just
landed. As you walk into this unusual
environment and up a flight of stairs to the
exhibition space, you are accompanied by
a life-size photomural of a crowd also
climbing a staircase. The photograph was
sourced by Vladislav Shapovalov from the
Italy-USSR archives, which contain the
documentation sent from the USSR to Italy
as propaganda. It depicts a mass
ascending an iconic staircase in Milan, a
meeting spot near Piazza del Duomo
during Soviet Week in 1967. Crowds are an
uncommon occurrence in Italy at the
moment, as the recent coronavirus
outbreak has forced all forms of public
assembly to be temporarily banned. When
entering an exhibition that explicitly
addresses the failures and legacies of the
Soviet utopian project, it can be productive
to draw parallels with the current socio-
political climate. In today’s context, the
exhibition shows us how artists have dealt
with dystopia and the collapse of an
ideological and economic system.

The show’s backbone is Andrej Tarkosky’s
iconic 1972 film Solaris, which is
referenced time and again throughout the
display. The film, based on the
homonymous 1961 sci-fi novel by
Stanis!aw Lem, tells the story of a space
mission to the planet Solaris. Imagined to
be a potential alternative planet to Earth,
Solaris could also represent Planet Nine,
the hypothetical celestial body located in
the furthest regions of the solar system. 01/04/2020, 15)53How to Deal With Dystopia: “The Missing Planet” at Pecci Centre, Prato •Mousse Magazine
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Building on that metaphor, the exhibition
considers the USSR—the ideological
alternative to the West—as the missing
planet. In doing so, it examines the
epistemological consequences of the
USSR’s vanishing.

At the beginning of the exhibition path, the
display evokes the space station in
Tarkovsky’s film, and it sets out to collapse
the linear passing of time. It brings us on a
journey backwards from the present to the
late 1970s, right before Perestroika.
Because the galleries of the museum are
circular (the end of the tour returns you
back to the beginning), the visual journey
guides the viewer on a loop, seeking to
confuse linear notions of time and space.
The first section of the exhibition is themed
Space travels in another world (the
museum, the cinema, the cosmos) and it
features works by artists working on the
legacies of Soviet Russia today. Prominent
is the film trilogy Immortality for All (2014-
2017) by Anton Vidokle. The work studies
the relevance of cosmism, a philosophical
position that was diffused in Russia at the
end of the nineteenth century. Cosmism
promoted the unification of religion,
technology, ethics, evolution and art, and
understood the cosmos and humankind as
inseparable: a theoretical shift supposed to
make immortality possible. The objective of
the films is on one hand historical and on
the other experimental. They seek to
highlight the importance of cosmism in the
construction and destruction of Soviet
Russia by making reference to cosmist
thinkers, including the movement’s founder
Nikolai Fedorov and artists like Kazimir
Malevich. Meanwhile, they challenge the
ways we understand space, time, life, and
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death in the West. For example, in the final
installment of the work, Vidokle tests
Fedorov’s idea of the museum as a site of
resurrection of the dead.

The exhibition unfolds across two further
sections. The post-Soviet space and the
impossible transition, examines highly
politicized artistic production right after the
fall of the Soviet Union, marking a decisive
break from the a-temporal and space-like
display at the beginning. Here, we find the
video work Perestroika Songspiel (2008-
2010) by the collective Chto Delat? (literally
meaning what is to be done?). Songspiels
are a Brechtian neologism that pun on the
German word for popular opera singspiel.
In this work, the group replace the lyrics of
traditional funerary songs with a critique of
official narratives around the Westernization
of Russia since Perestroika.

The final section, The space of the
perestroika and the end of a world, features
historical works by Moscow Conceptualism
as well as Apt-Art, reflecting the unofficial
art production that was frequently shown in
apartments to avoid censorship until 1991.
Accompanying viewers across this
temporal transition is Deimantas
Narkevicius’ Once in the XX Century (2004),
a video showing in rewind mode the taking
down of a monumental sculpture of Lenin
in Lithuania, which fools the viewer into
thinking the sculpture is being erected.
Around the corner, Sergey Volkov’s Art
Storage (1990), a collection of objects in
formaldehyde, continues a commentary on
what a transition towards the West might
implicate for culture. Nearby, the poetic
work by Ilya Kabakov Concert for a Blue Fly
and Yellow Pencil (1990), reflects on
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mechanisms of control and surveillance.
Composed of seven lecterns—each
supporting a drawing of a fly and a pencil,
organized in a circle around a suspended
yellow pencil and a drawing of a fly—the
work exhibits modes of control, even on
the simplest things: a fly and a pencil.
Finally, the mood of the section is lifted
with Soviet responses to Pop, such as
Leonid Sokov’s Two Profiles (1990), the
gilded bronze profile of Stalin
superimposed onto a photograph of
Marilyn Monroe. The overall checklist of
works showcases pieces that have seldom
(if ever) been shown publicly in Italy. Yet, I
must in good conscience lament the small
number of women artists represented.
Admittedly, the field is male-dominated
and much work is yet to be retrieved from
history, but an effort in that direction surely
would have borne fertile fruits.

At the end of this review, the museum’s
historic commitment to Soviet art must be
celebrated. Amongst its first exhibition
projects was Contemporary Russian Artists,
curated by curator Amnon Barzel and
scholar Claudia Jolles in 1990, the year
prior to the collapse of the Soviet Union,
which marked a sense of deep uncertainty
and optimism for an unclear future. This
project was followed in 2007 by
Progressive Nostalgia, curated by Russian
theorist and curator Viktor Misiano, which
conversely presented the sense of
disillusionment and failure that
characterized post-Soviet cultural
production. The Missing Planet weighs out
the theses of both prior exhibitions. The
show is curated by Marco Scotini—who has
notably organized multiple research-led
exhibitions in the field including Non-
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Aligned Modernity Eastern-European Art
from the Marinko Sudac Collection (FM
Center for Contemporary Art, Milan, 2016)—
in collaboration with Stefano Pezzato,
expert conservator at the Museum.

The display of the exhibition was designed
by artist Can Altay. His practice is centered
on activating the public space by, in his
words, questioning “how we inhabit the
institutional frames we are subjected
to.” The particular success of the design is
that the viewer’s body is involved in the
experience of the art. Especially when it
comes to archival documentation and
video—the hardest elements to display in
compelling ways—the design is conducive
to interaction, making the show accessible,
and (dare I say it?) fun. To watch a video,
one may climb scaffolds or walk around the
structure supporting the screen. Being
exposed to the technical apparatus of the
display opens up space for participation,
where the viewer takes agency in the
process of “re-vision” of “Soviet Times”
hoped for in the exhibition.

In some ways, The Missing Planet can help
us map out pathways to escape certain
conditions of collapse or retreat that have
characterized international (and specifically
Italian) socio-politics over the past month.
“The idea […] is to propose through art, a
complex reading of the great forces that
are transforming our present, one that
stands in opposition of all too frequent
simplifications,” explains Cristina Perrella,
director of the Centro Pecci. As she
suggests, a recognition of complexity may
offer counterpoints to feelings engendered

1 

2 
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by dystopian circumstances. The missing
planet may just be the ideological
alternative we need to alter the status quo.

 

Note: This review was written before the
radical measures to contain COVID!19
were implemented in Italy, when museums
and stores were still open to the public.

 

1. Can Altay in email correspondence with the author,
5 March 2020
2. Original: “L’idea della mia direzione è quella di
proporre, attraverso l’arte, una lettura complessa—
che si opponga alle semplificazioni molto frequenti—
delle grandi forze che stanno trasformando il nostro
presente.” See: https://www.exibart.com/opening/al-
centro-pecci-luca-vitone-mario-rizzi-e-the-missing-
planet/ (https://www.exibart.com/opening/al-centro-
pecci-luca-vitone-mario-rizzi-e-the-missing-planet/)

 

at Centro Pecci, Prato
(https://www.centropecci.it/en/home)until
3 May 2020
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Patron ve deneyi  
Memo Kösemen’in Space Debris’deki kişisel sergisi “Patron’un Deneyi”, sanat piyasasındaki koleksiyoner-sanatçı arasındaki ilişki  

denklemini görünür kılma çabasına giriyor. Sergi, 23 Eylül’e kadar ziyarete açık.

MEHMET KAHRAMAN 
mehmet.kahramart@gmail.com

Günümüz sanatçısını ko!ullara ba"-
layarak yapay özgürlük alanlarında 
özgün çalı!malar üretmesini bekle-
mek büyük bir yanılsama olsa gerek.  
Ço"unlukla koleksiyonerlerin ya da 
daha açık !ekilde patronların sanatın 
içeri"inden çok, maddi de"erine yük-
ledikleri tanımlamalar sanatı dekora-
tifle!tirirken sanatçıyı da mekanikle!-
tiriyor. 

Bu ba"lamda Memo Kösemen’in Spa-
ce Debris’deki ki!isel sergisi “Patron’un 
Deneyi” sanat piyasasındaki koleksiyo-
ner - sanatçı arasındaki ili!ki denkle-
mini görünür kılma çabası içerisinde. 

Bo! bir mekanda, anla!manın yapıla-
ca"ı masanın bir ucunda koleksiyoner 
di"er ucunda sanatçı... Üretilecek ça-
lı!malar üzerine belirlenen sözle!meye 
imza atıyorlar. Anla!manın içeri"ini 
belirleyen yapı, koleksiyonerin estetik 
algısını !ekillendiren “Howl At The 
Moon” !arkısı. 

#arkı, sözle!menin maddelerini !ekil-
lendiren bir nitelik ta!ıyor. Sanatçı 80 
desibelin altında olmayacak !ekilde !ar-
kıyı dinleyerek çalı!malarını üretmeye 
ba!lıyor. #arkı ba!ına dokuz dolar al-
ması sözle!me ile belirlenen sanatçının 
toplamda bu !arkıyı 160 kere dinlemesi 
bekleniyor. 

Sözle!meye imzalar atıldıktan sonra-
ki süreçte Kösemen çalı!maya ba!lıyor. 
#arkının, sanatçının çalı!tı"ı alan için-
de aralıksız bir !ekilde tekrar etmesi 
bir i!kenceye dönü!üyor. Bu i!kence 

seanslarına dayanabilmek için sanatçı 
boyasını, fırçasını ve fikirlerini kendi 
benli"ini korumak adına kalkan gibi 
kullanıyor. 

‘Patron’un gözetimi altında çalı!ma-

larına ba!layan sanatçının ya!adı"ı ruh-
sal de"i!imleri de kameraman Emre 
Çiçek kayıt altına alıyor. $ki taraftan da 
gözetim altında olan Kösemen, çalı!-
malarını tamamlamaya çalı!ıyor. 

Sanatçının içinde bulundu"u bu pa-
noptik alan performatif bir sahneye dö-
nü!erek Space Debris’in yapısı içerisin-
de görünür kılınarak patron – sanatçı 
ili!kisi tartı!maya açılıyor.

Space Debris’deki sergiyi olu!turan 
çalı!malar, sözle!me ve sonrasındaki 
sürecin performatif birer kaydı olarak 
kar!ımıza çıkıyor. Memo Kösemen’in 
süreç boyunca ortaya koydu"u çalı!ma-
lar satı!a açık de"il; sadece patron ile 
sanatçı arasında yapılan sözle!menin 
iki kopyası satılabilir nitelikte. 

Kösemen, her ne kadar bu deneysel 
eylem için yapılan sözle!me gere"i hiç 
bir i!in detayına karı!ılmadı"ını belirt-
se de ‘Seçilen !arkı ve yaratılan çalı!ma 
ko!ulları da bir bakıma onun üretim 
biçimine müdahale etmiyor mu?’ soru-
sunu akla getiriyor. Anla!manın yapısı 
sanatçının yapaca"ı i! sayısını de"il de 
patronun kendini tatmin etme iste"ini 
görünür kılıyor. 

Kösemen “Sebebi ne estetik be"eni 
ne de benim piyasadaki gücüm” diye-
rek sözle!menin daha çok sanatçı-spon-
sor ili!kisine ve sanatçıların sponsorları 
ile olan ‘ne senle ne sensiz’ durumuna 
gönderme yapan bir dil kurdu"unu be-
lirtiyor; sanat alıcısına mesafeli bir tavır 
takınıyor. 

Projenin kendisi, çok fonksiyonlu 
bir sanat mekanı olan Space Debris’in 
sergi alanında sürecin dökümantasyo-
nu biçiminde ele alınarak bir kurgu 
yaratılarak sergileniyor. Patron – sa-
natçı arasında yapılan anla!ma resim, 
desenler olarak somutla!ıyor. Üretilen 
çalı!malar sanatçının iç dünyasındaki 
ruhsal de"i!imleri belgeleyen bir nite-
lik kazanıyor. 

Memo Kösemen’in ki!isel sergisi 
“Patron’un Deneyi” 1 - 23 Eylül ta-
rihleri arasında Karaköy’deki Space 
Debris’de görülebilir. 

Geri gelece!im
Can Altay, çalışmaları birçok uluslararası sergide yer almasına rağmen İstanbul’daki ilk kişisel sergisi “Ayrık Ufuk (Evcil İtaatsizlik, İtaatsiz Evcimenlik)” ile 1 Eylül-17 

Ekim tarihleri arasında Öktem&Aykut’ta olacak. Altay, sergide mekan politikaları üzerinden gelenek ve özne arasındaki çatışmayı eleştirel bir dille ele alıyor.  

S$NAN EREN ERK 
sinanerenerk@gmail.com

James Cameron’ın yönetti"i 1984 
yapımı “The Terminator”, distopik bir 
gelece"in önlenmeye çalı!ıldı"ı, ço-
"unlukla karanlık ama umudu da ba-
rındıran bir dünya portresi çizen kült 
bir film. Geçirdi"i bir hastalık sırasında 
rüyasında gördü"ü, eli bıçaklı mekanik 
iskeletten ilham alan yönetmen, ha-
yatının o döneminde ya!adı"ı ruhsal 
bunalımı, bireyin çevresi ve sistematik 
modernite kavramıyla olan çatı!masını 
filmdeki karakterler aracılı"ıyla seyir-
ciye sunuyor. 

Makinelerin kontrolü ele geçirme-
siyle olu!an direni!in lideri John Con-
nor, onun sıradan bir kadınken mec-
buren bir sava!çıya dönü!en annesi 
Sarah Connor ve paradoksal !ekilde 
gelecekten gönderilen babası Kyle 
Reese’in etrafında !ekillenen olaylar, 
Terminatör’ün zamanda geriye yolcu-
lu"unun sona ermesiyle ba!lıyor. Tüm 
film boyunca, Terminatör’e kar!ı du-
ran Sarah ve Kyle’ı izliyoruz. Onun dev 
bir preste ezilmesinin ardından her 
!eyin bitti"ini sanan biz izleyiciler, son 
sahnede metal iskeletin gözlerinde ye-
niden yanan ı!ı"ı görüp irkiliyoruz. Sis-
temin ve modern toplum kavramının 
bireyi nasıl de"i!tirebildi"i ve bunların 
neden oldu"u arada kalmı!lık durumu 
Sarah’da en belirgin halini alıyor. Tıpkı 
Deleuze ve Guattari’nin “sava! makina-
sı” kavramında açıkladı"ı gibi, modern 
insanın dı! dünyayla ili!kisi sırasında 
kar!ıla!tı"ı tüm güçlerin ve onun bu 
güçler arasındaki konumunun yansı-
ması, böylece filmde bir popüler kültür 
ö"esi haline geliyor. 

Sergi yapımı da Altay’dan
Kamusal alandaki kar!ıtlıkları, haya-

tın müdahale edilmi! sınırlarını, yeni-
nin kar!ısında yer alan gelenekseli ve 
genel kabul göreni ara!tıran Can Altay, 
üretiminin merkezine bireyi koyarak, 
yeni sergisinde modern toplumdaki 
insanı sorgulayıcı ama temkinli bir 
bakı!la ele alıyor. Sanatçı bu serginin 
çekirde"inde ne oldu"unu, “$çine do"-
du"umuz sistem veya mekanlarda nasıl 
barınıyoruz, bu barınma biçimlerinin 
ne kadarı bize kodlanmı! vaziyette, ne 
kadarı zorlanabilir, hangi sınırları var-
sayıyoruz da zorlamaya çalı!ıyoruz gibi 
sorular benim asıl odak noktam” sözle-
riyle açıklıyor. 

Durum bu olunca, insanın ya!adı"ı 
çatı!malar; modernizmin, sistemin ve 
sürdürülebilirli"in sorgulanmasına 
yol açıyor. Deleuze ve Guattari’nin 
öne sürdü"ü konseptte de, göçebe-
nin getirdi"i sava! makinası yalnızca 
yok etmeyi amaçlar. Buna kar!ın ku-
rulu sistemler sürdürülebilir olma, 
barındırdı"ı ö"eleri yok etmek yerine 
sınırlama, ba"lama ve yava!latma ça-
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ji ve gelenek olarak kendini gösteriyor.

“Ayrık Ufuk (Evcil $taatsizlik, $taatsiz 
Evcimenlik)”, Öktem&Aykut Galeri’de 
17 Ekim’e kadar ziyaret edilebilir.

Can Altay, “Dürbünler (Ayrı Ufuklar)”, 40x20x11,5cm

Memo Kösemen, “Wing Walker”, 2015



CA    Your work requests a kind of ‘dwelling in’, rather than a ‘gazing upon’ – viewers have to go 
inside to fully appreciate the alternating perception. 

DG    It’s always at human scale. While I’m not necessarily a humanist, I think that your body is so 
important. Minimal art was about instantaneous present time – that was the 1960s idea. But I was 
more interested in the sun setting, clouds changing, as people moved their bodies in time. So that 
became a critique of Minimal art; time became important. Of course, that was a little influenced by 
marijuana, but also by LaMonte Young’s and Steve Reich’s music and the idea of process or dura-
tion – Minimal art was not durational. 

CA    Late modern architecture, and the birth and growth of corporate culture, coincided with a 
very particular mode of urbanization and sense of public spaces. Since the late 1990s, when I first 
started showing my work in Istanbul, the city has been getting a new skyline, especially on a large 
strip called the Büyükdere Axis. They’ve been building high-rise office blocks, which have generated 
a so-called plaza culture, but the plazas here are badge-access corporate high-rises. The buildings 
always come first in Istanbul; infrastructure is more like ‘inter-structure’ – life has to fill in the gaps. 
Your work relates to the city both as the immediate context for the actual work and as a reference 
material. 

DG    My experience in seeing New York’s shopping streets was very important to me. When I was 
14, I read Jean-Paul Sartre’s Being and Nothingness (1943) and I think my interest in the inter-sub-
jective gaze comes from his idea of the child’s ‘mirror stage’ in terms of cities. Showcase windows 
use ‘mirror stage’ optics: when you’re looking at a display you see both the products and – on 
fragmented mirrors – distorted images of yourself as an un-whole body. A ghost image of yourself is 
displayed, superimposed on the product; if you buy the product then you can become whole again.

Social Spaces

INTERVIEW

On the occasion of his exhibition at Protocinema in Istanbul, Dan Graham discusses sci-fi, dance, 
model-making and the ‘just-past’ with Turkish artist Can Altay

CAN ALTAY    My first real appreciation of your work was 
in Berlin several years ago, when I came across Elliptical 
Pavilion [1995] on the Spree river.

DAN GRAHAM I first got the idea for that work when 
I was walking along the Spree: the elliptical form of the 
pavilion would be reflected in the water next to the 
reflections of three new elliptical buildings on the other 
bank. But Kasper König, who had commissioned me, said 
no to the proposal, because he wanted Per Kirkeby to 
make a work on that particular site. Instead we made an 
artificial pond, but it didn’t work as well; in the end, the 
water had to be drained because people were 
pissing in it.

CA    When I went into that pavilion I was really amazed 
to see what I’d been missing – that crucial aspect of 
‘being inside’ your work.

DG    Early on, my gallery [John Daniels Gallery, New 
York, which Graham opened in 1964] showed artists 
like Sol LeWitt, Dan Flavin and Don Judd, but at a certain 
point I came out of Minimal art. In Minimal art there is no

Dan Graham Bicycle Minders Pavilion, 
installation view as part of Stroom Den Haag 
public art project ‘Fiets&Stal’, 2008

inter-subjectivity, and my work came to be based on it. For example, my work is also about how 
corporate buildings use two-way mirrored glass in a one-way mirror situation. Two-way mirror-glass 
cuts down the air conditioning costs because the reflective side deflects the sun’s heat, but it also 
reflects the sky and so identifies the corporation with the natural environment. 

CA    It’s also a shift from the Modernist ideal of transparency to a kind of corporate ideal of 
surveillance.

DG    Yes, though the Modernist building’s transparency – which claimed to show the transparency 
of the corporation’s operations – was an alibi. The view of the people working on the ground floor 
was only of lower-level functionaries; on the upper floors, people who had the power could look 
down, unobserved, at the surrounding cityscape, which the corporation dominates.

Can Altay, Merzbahri: global hangover, installation view from SALT Beyoglu 
(2011)

CA    That sounds very much like the 
inter-subjectivity you were examining 
in the early video works.

DG    Walter Benjamin’s idea of the 
‘just-past’ has been important to me. 
In other words, you don’t have just 
the present time or neo-1960s, but 
an extended present time that is a 
continuation of the ‘just-past’.

CA    In 2005, I did a piece at 
Platform Garanti in Istanbul that was 
very much related to this idea. Over 
the course of several exhibitions, I 
reconfigured and combined all the
exhibited works in one gallery. So the new show would open but the old shows would still linger in 
the corner, growing and growing. I was working with extracts and samples from the works by artists 
who were shown as listed in the title of the piece, along with documentation of the ways in which 
the artists themselves installed them. But it was obviously becoming something else; both the 
exhibition and the exhibited were being reconfigured.
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DG    A piece that you might not know I did was in an alternative space called the Franklin Furnace 
in SoHo. In the shopfront, I projected slides of the entire exhibition space taken from the front 
window view of every gallery exhibition concurrent with my show [1979].
At the time I was very inspired by drug-influenced science-fiction writers such as Brian Aldiss, as well 
as by Gregory Bateson’s writing, especially his ‘double-blind’ theory of schizophrenia. Bateson was 
married to Margaret Mead, whose books on matriarchal societies in primitive culture I read when I 
was only 13, which is why I became a feminist. All of my undocumented early video pieces were 
about learning processes and public access television. But I have one critique about my work: it’s 
very male voyeuristic. And I’m a feminist, so I’m a little embarrassed about that. 

CA    Another thing about the video-based installations is that they somehow remind the viewer that 
they are part of a group. The audience always forms a group, a contingent community.

DG    In the early 1960s, a great influence on me was Anna Halprin’s dance group in San 
Francisco, which was something like a psychologically therapeutic body workshop. The participants 
included Reich, Simone Forti, Robert Morris, Bruce Nauman and Yvonne Rainer. The Halprin group 
was interested in the physical aspects of body movement but also in the dancers’ interactions in 
communal, social situations. Her workshop came out of a kind of early, hippie communal, 
psychological mind set. Its influence came to New York through the transplanted San Franciscans, 
Reich and Richard Serra, both of whom I met shortly after they arrived in the early ’70s. When I first 
met Richard, he told me that Simone’s work was a big influence on his sculpture, especially her use 
of gravity in human movement.

CA    I’m interested in how function clashes and/or 
overlaps with meaning. I deal with this question a lot in my 
work, increasingly so in projects such as park: bir ihtimal 
[park: A Possibility, 2010], which involved installing the 
work of artists – including Nils Norman and Ceren Oykut 
– alongside collectively produced elements in a park in 
Istanbul. Similarly, my 2011 exhibition at Casco in Utrecht 
was an investigation into the city’s public sculptures, which 
resulted in a set of proposals for prosthetic additions to ex-
isting monuments and sculptures. In these projects, I usually 
go for semi-functional or slightly dysfunctional programming 
and settings, to push those overlays and to make room for 
glitches and discrepancies.

DG When I had my gallery, my first artist was LeWitt 
and my hero was Flavin. They both worked as guards in 
‘The Great Experiment: Russian Art, 1863–1922’ show 
[Museum of Modern Art, New York, 1962], and my work 
really comes out of the kind of quasi-functionality, 
quasi-design of Constructivism. But I also like things that are 
not one thing or the other. Hybridity is a very important

Dan Graham Two 2-Way Mirror Ellipses, One 
Open, One Closed 2011-12, stainless steel and 
2-way mirror

feature in my most recent works, which function as a bridge between art and architecture.

CA    You often work with models in different senses, and even show them as sculptures. I see 
model-making as a dual process: one side involves producing models that can be applied or 

realized on a larger scale; the other is to do with building scale replicas in manageable and 
relatively controllable forms, which requires the extreme attention found only in enthusiasts and 
hobbyists. This dual process fascinates me because both sides involve an intensity of imagination, 
though each faces in a completely opposite direction.

DG    The first models I did were for my show at Oxford’s Museum of Modern Art in 1978. I’d seen 
an exhibition Leo Castelli did of architectural models displayed as gallery art, and I thought: why 
shouldn’t artists do models by architects which could also be propaganda for projects that could 
actually be realized as well as be art objects? For that show I made two kinds of models: one 
group were fantasies for suburban situations like Alteration to a Suburban House [1978]; the others 
were proposals for ‘sculpture/pavilions’ to be someday realized. The first time I made very cheap 
models, which I’d take in a suitcase and use to convince clients. For those first models, I would go 
to hobby shops and so on. 

CA    In recent exhibitions you’ve shown model pavilions alongside videos of actual pavilions. Is 
that a new way of making work over the pavilions, in a sense that builds a narrative of the 
experience of the pavilion through more human-scale representation?

DG    Nicholas Logsdail, my Lisson dealer, suggested I should make models of my pavilions which 
could function as saleable sculptures. I did this, but in fact my work is not exactly sculpture; the 
models don’t really replicate the situation of my work. My work is very site-specific – it’s about light 
conditions. Galleries can’t emulate outdoor light. So to change that impression I put a lot of effort 
into videotaping and editing these videos, because it’s the only way of filming the work in terms of 
its actual situation. People often misunderstand my work. For example, Homes for America (1966–
7) is not a sociological critique of suburbia, but a celebration of lower-middle-class suburban 
culture. In a way, I was making fun of standard sociological pieces in magazines like Esquire, 
which focus on the alienation of suburbia and are illustrated by a serious ‘name’ photographer. 
Homes for America is also about the suburban city plan as a basis for situating art.

Can Altay PARK: bir ihtimal (PARK: A Possibility), installation view, 2010

CA    But you’ve also done pavilions 
for indoor and museum settings.

DG    With artists doing 
large-spectacle video projections, 
nobody is allowed to relax and to 
spend time with the videos. But I 
think people should actually lie down 
rather than stand up; they should 
spend a lot of time looking at videos 
in a relaxed, horizontal position. The 
structure for New Design for Showing
Videos [1995], for instance, is a labyrinth using two-way mirror panels, whereby you can see peo-
ple seeing other videos and each other. So it becomes part of the gallery and museum design – it’s 
quasi-functional. I wanted to change the Dia Foundation idea of showing the one main work of art 
as a quasi-religious, meditative experience.

CA    It was interesting to hear how you talk about the commissioning processes, the way you work 
in response to a site or client.
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an exhibition Leo Castelli did of architectural models displayed as gallery art, and I thought: why 
shouldn’t artists do models by architects which could also be propaganda for projects that could 
actually be realized as well as be art objects? For that show I made two kinds of models: one 
group were fantasies for suburban situations like Alteration to a Suburban House [1978]; the others 
were proposals for ‘sculpture/pavilions’ to be someday realized. The first time I made very cheap 
models, which I’d take in a suitcase and use to convince clients. For those first models, I would go 
to hobby shops and so on. 

CA    In recent exhibitions you’ve shown model pavilions alongside videos of actual pavilions. Is 
that a new way of making work over the pavilions, in a sense that builds a narrative of the 
experience of the pavilion through more human-scale representation?

DG    Nicholas Logsdail, my Lisson dealer, suggested I should make models of my pavilions which 
could function as saleable sculptures. I did this, but in fact my work is not exactly sculpture; the 
models don’t really replicate the situation of my work. My work is very site-specific – it’s about light 
conditions. Galleries can’t emulate outdoor light. So to change that impression I put a lot of effort 
into videotaping and editing these videos, because it’s the only way of filming the work in terms of 
its actual situation. People often misunderstand my work. For example, Homes for America (1966–
7) is not a sociological critique of suburbia, but a celebration of lower-middle-class suburban 
culture. In a way, I was making fun of standard sociological pieces in magazines like Esquire, 
which focus on the alienation of suburbia and are illustrated by a serious ‘name’ photographer. 
Homes for America is also about the suburban city plan as a basis for situating art.

Can Altay PARK: bir ihtimal (PARK: A Possibility), installation view, 2010

CA    But you’ve also done pavilions 
for indoor and museum settings.

DG    With artists doing 
large-spectacle video projections, 
nobody is allowed to relax and to 
spend time with the videos. But I 
think people should actually lie down 
rather than stand up; they should 
spend a lot of time looking at videos 
in a relaxed, horizontal position. The 
structure for New Design for Showing
Videos [1995], for instance, is a labyrinth using two-way mirror panels, whereby you can see peo-
ple seeing other videos and each other. So it becomes part of the gallery and museum design – it’s 
quasi-functional. I wanted to change the Dia Foundation idea of showing the one main work of art 
as a quasi-religious, meditative experience.

CA    It was interesting to hear how you talk about the commissioning processes, the way you work 
in response to a site or client.



DG    What I like about being almost an architect, is that whatever comes into the so-called office, 
you respond to – whether it’s corporate or non-corporate or whatever it is. 

CA    There is always this sense of negotiation – you have to deal with the restraints.

DG    Well, that’s architecture.

CA    In my opinion, architecture is completely compliant, especially in the ways in which it works 
with and for ‘power’. But, hopefully, works of architecture also generate room for presence, or at 
least allow something outside the utility and profit logics that govern cities and buildings in general. 

DG    You have to deal with people’s bodies. I’ve written about Peter Zumthor’s thermal baths in Vals 
[1996]. The great thing about that project is that it’s in a ’60s hotel that was going out of business. 
To save the building, Zumthor put a kind of ’80s structure with a Roman period thermal bath on top 
of it. There, the feeling in his design work is very important.
The other person who uses body as a context is John Chamberlain. For his Guggenheim show in 
New York, in a Frank Lloyd Wright building whose galleries are like a large topological Möbius 
strip, he put in raw foam-rubber couches in the centre of the lobby. They were for people to relax in 
while other visitors gazed from the gallery levels – an observation of their subjective pleasure, like a 
drug experience. Chamberlain is one of the most brilliant artists that I know; he did so many 
different kinds of things and he would still go on to do something else.At least 15 percent of my 
works are failures. Most artists who are successful have perfected a fairly slick signature style. I like 
artists who experiment and don’t mind failure.

An earlier version of this conversation appeared in issue 126 of the Turkish art journal Sanat 
Dünyamız.

-------------------

Dan Graham and Can Altay

Can Altay is an artist based in Istanbul, Turkey. Recent exhibitions include ‘The Church Street 
Partners’ Gazette’ at The Showroom, London, UK (2010), and ‘COHAB: An Assembly of Spare 
Parts’ at Casco, Utrecht, the Netherlands (2011). Forthcoming projects include Frieze Projects East, 
London, launching this summer.

Dan Graham lives and works in New York, USA, and has written two articles on The Kinks. 
In 1964, he opened the John Daniels Gallery in New York, USA, where he put on Sol LeWitt’s first 
solo show. He has exhibited and realized commissions all around the world, including at the Venice 
Biennale (1976, 2003, 2004 and 2005) and documenta V, VI, VII, IX and X (1972, 1977, 
1982, 1992 and 1997). Major retrospectives of his work have been staged in Europe (2001–02) 
and in the USA (2009). Recent solo exhibitions include Eastside Projects, Birmingham, UK;
 Protocinema, Istanbul, Turkey (both 2011); and Hauser & Wirth, Zurich, Switzerland (2012). 
He currently has an exhibition at Lisson Gallery, London, UK.
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Art: Column

Frieze Projects East

'Squeaky Clean' by Gary Webb, 2012

By Helen Sumpter Posted: Fri Jul 27 2012

Oversized door handles, a self-destructing sand fountain and a giant inflatable Betty Boo. From pools to parks,
Time Out follows the Frieze Projects East public art trail

It's a damp Wednesday morning and I'm on the Frieze Projects East tour bus, en route to see four of a series of six new,
site-specific artists' commissions installed in the Olympic host boroughs for the London 2012 Festival. This is just one of
many public art projects, produced in conjunction with arts organisation Create, that have sprung up in the capital this
summer. Part of Frieze Art Fair, London's flagship annual art showcase, Frieze Projects has a ten-year history of
commissioning fun and provocative works. Fair audiences expect their art to be challenging, but how will such highly
conceptual art sit in public locations, in some of the capital's least affluent boroughs?

'Love'
First stop is the disused Poplar Baths on East India Dock Road in Tower Hamlets, where Anthea Hamilton and Nicholas
Byrne have positioned their installation 'Love'. A former bathhouse, music hall and theatre, the building, on a rather
unprepossessing stretch of high street, has been closed since the early 1980s - and looks it. Inside, however, it's far
more inviting. Within the framework of the building's bare brick walls and high arched ceiling are six giant inflatables,
including a towering representation of late-1980s popstrel Betty Boo and another featuring an image of Rodin's sculpture
'The Kiss'. With Jeremy Deller's bouncy Stonehenge currently on its nationwide tour, air-filled art seems to be having
something of a moment. You can't jump up and down on any of these but you can clamber into the largest, a three-
dimensional representation of Robert Indiana's famous word sculpture 'LOVE', where a monitor is playing a film featuring
a mash-up of art and pop-culture imagery, all to a manic harpsichord soundtrack.
Verdict: Accessible, appealing and slightly baffling, but all in a good way.

'Squeaky Clean'
Next stop is the other side of the river, to the more suburban South London Borough of Greenwich and a rather
windswept Charlton Park where artist Gary Webb has just completed his sculpture 'Squeaky Clean'. The single
permanent commission, Webb's is also the only work to have a practical use - it's a fully functional children's playpark.
Constructed around the framework of a snaking metal tube, sweetie-coloured blobs made from powder-coated and
lacquered aluminium are skewered, kebab-style, from swinging poles, while chunky discs cast in translucent resins are
threaded like giant beads. Even in the drizzle it's a bright and shiny addition to the park. There is a slight paradox to its
location, though, which is adjacent to three other, older playparks. To ensure that it could be properly maintained, the
sculpture had to be placed somewhere that was already an established play area, rather than somewhere that had no
play facilities and arguably would benefit from them more. Even with playparks it seems there's safety in numbers.
Verdict: Will be highly popular with pre-teens but its practical disguise may result in no-one realising that it's art.

'Sandfountain'
Back on the bus we're returning east to Sugar House Lane, on the opposite side of the road to the Marshgate Lane
entrance to the Olympic Park, and into an empty space within an ongoing building development. In terms of materials it's
an appropriate setting for Klaus Weber's 'Sandfountain', a traditional tiered concrete fountain that, instead of spouting
water, spews out grains of industrial sand. Despite the sculpture's ironic theme and the pleasing hissing sound the sand10/18/12 Frieze Projects East - Art - Time Out london

2/2www.timeout.com/london/art/article/3626/frieze-projects-east
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makes as it's sucked up through the structure, its reference to images associated with global warming adds a dystopian
overtone, not least because the process used to power the fountain is similar to sandblasting and, in theory, over time
the fountain will eventually erode itself away.
Verdict: The perfect antidote artwork to one of the wettest summers on record, just a shame it's not in a more visible
location.

'Distributed'
Our final destination is Walthamstow, where we're treated to a sneak pre-launch look inside the newly refurbished
William Morris Gallery, the final phase of its extensive £5.5 million renovation still very much in progress. The gallery is
one of 12 public buildings in Waltham Forest in which Turkish artist Can Altay has attached grapefruit-sized silver
doorknobs. Including a set of sculptures - 20 in total - and a series of subtle architectural interventions, his work, entitled
'Distributed', will also operate as the starting point for workshops and discussions about the function and use of public
space and the power and presence of public art within it.
Verdict: The simplest but most cleverly self-reflective of the projects, with the irresistible comedy factor of being
essentially a load of giant, shiny knobs.

Frieze Projects East runs until Aug 31. For details of all the projects, including dates and times, go to
www.friezeprojectseast.org
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LEADING NEWS SOURCE FOR TURKEY AND THE REGION

Turkish artist Can Altay’s artwork can be found distributed across
key buildings in Waltham Forest. The artwork goes on display on
Aug 25 as a part of the Frieze East.

Turkish artist displays project at
Frieze East
ISTANBUL

An art event dubbed the Frieze
Projects East has opened in London,
bringing a cultural touch to the
boroughs currently hosting the 2012
Olympics. The participating artists
include Turkey’s Can Altay, as well
as Sarnath Banerjee, the team of
Anthea Hamilton and Nicholas
Byrne, Gary Webb, Klaus Weber and
Ruth Ewan, the recipient of the
CREATE art award. The projects are
taking place in the six east London
Host Boroughs for the London 2012
Olympic and Paralympic Games:
Barking and Dagenham, Greenwich,
Hackney, Newham, Tower Hamlets
and Waltham Forest. Frieze Projects
East was commissioned by CREATE
and the London 2012 Festival as
part of their commitment to
bringing the best artists to east

London in 2012, and the series has received significant funding support from the
National Lottery through the Olympic Lottery Distributor and Arts Council England.

Altay’s artwork can be found distributed across key buildings in Waltham Forest. Over 20
large, mirror-ball like sculptures are placed on doors; the works are intended to be
touched, used and handled by the local communities that live and work in Waltham
Forest.

Accompanying the artwork, a series of discursive pamphlets will be published and
distributed in July and August. Altay’s temporary residence at the William Morris Gallery
during August will consist of workshops and talks discussing and recording reactions to
the artwork.

Frieze Projects East

“For the first time, the Frieze Foundation is producing a number of projects outside Frieze
Art Fair,” the event’s curator, Sarah McCrory, recently said. “Frieze Projects East is to
take place in the Olympic host boroughs of east London, where Frieze is based and in
which many of us live. The projects have relationships with the communities in which
they are based but stay true to the artists’ vision and ambition. It has been a great
opportunity to deliver projects by international artists to a local audience and to continue
the commitment to producing significant challenging works.”

The project features a series of six new public art projects that form part of the London

HURRIYET DAILY NEWS
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Group Show at Bielefelder Kunstverein
January 4th, 2011 in Exhibitions

Artists: Can Altay, Davide Balula, Peggy Buth, Emilie Pitoiset, Michael Riedel, Clément Rodzielski

Venue: Bielefelder Kunstverein, Bielefeld

Exhibition Title: From A to B, From B to P

Date: November 13, 2010 - January 30, 2011

Curated By: Yann Chevallier and Thomas Thiel
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Davide Balula Can Altay Emilie Pitoiset

Images courtesy of Bielefelder Kunstverein, Bielefeld. Photos by Philipp Ottendörfer.

Press Release:

What does it mean for whole exhibitions to go on tour? How far does the history of the locations, the

context, the size and nature of the spaces determine exhibition concepts and their presentation? How far

are pictures, artistic statements and curatorial concepts understood across cultural boundaries?

Today, institutions of art, small and large alike, are dependant on cooperation. With travelling

exhibitions, this sort of working together has a long tradition. The goal of this exhibition project,

»From A to B, from B to P«, is to devote due attention to the history and the current development of a

globalised exhibitions system. Central to it is the cooperation between two institutions. In concrete

terms, it explores the feasibility of adapting and suiting two exhibitions to the differing contexts in

Bielefeld and Poitiers.

As regards their historic, architectural context and their local status in their respective cities, both

institutions are very diverse. Although they both re-established themselves with new programs in the

mid-1980’s, they originally began as private initiatives. The Bielefelder Kunstverein was founded in

1929. Since 1984, it has been situated in the city-centre buildings of the quondam museum for cultural

history, the Waldhof, a manor farm once belonging to local nobility, built in the style of the Weser

renaissance and dating from the 16th century, making it one of the oldest buildings in Bielefeld. Le

Confort Moderne was founded in 1977 to promote new cultural phenomena dedicated to contemporary

art and music. In 1985, the association decided to locate its activities in an old warehouse on the

periphery of the city centre. It was formerly known as the hardware store » Confort 2000«.

The character of the exhibition spaces is also very different. The Bielefelder Kunstverein resembles a

domestic residence, with three floors, small, enclosed rooms and offers a total floor area of

approximately 200 m2. Le Confort Moderne was built as an industrial space, consisting of two

voluminous halls and total of 1200 m2 floor area. The exhibition project by Le Confort Moderne

Poitiers and the Bielefelder Kunstverein questions both their local context and the conditions governing

a collaborative project on an international level: the relevance of volume and space, the role of the

public and of language, the conditions of cooperation and adaptation, the modes and structures of

distribution, reception and circulation of contemporary art.

Can Altay, Davide Balula, Peggy Buth, Emilie Pitoiset, Michael Riedel und Clément Rodzielski have

developed new works and presentations especially for the exhibition. The same works will be shown in

a different form at Le Confort Moderne in Poitiers, starting in February 2011. Not only the artworks,

but also the artists, the exhibition, the space and the context will be travelling from one city to the

other. The exhibition and cooperation itself becomes its own subject. With this initiative, the project

seeks to set out a proposition demonstrating how, on the one hand, a global development of art and, on

the other, the desire for local cultural affinity can both be catered for.

Curators: Yann Chevallier, Thomas Thiel

»From A to B, from B to P« is integrated into a larger exchange project between German societies of

arts and French Centres d’Art. It is being developed jointly by the Bielefeld Society of Arts and Le

Confort Moderne in Poitiers (F). Its first location is Bielefeld, then the exhibition will go on to Poitiers

in an adapted form.

Curated by: Yann Chevallier und Thomas Thiel

The exhibition »From A to B, from B to P« takes place in conjunction with Thermostat, a cooperation

among 24 art centres and art associations. For further information click www.project-thermostat.eu.

On the initiative of d.c.a and Institut francais, with kind support of Kulturstiftung des Bundes, the

french ministry of culture and Culturesfrance.

Link: Group Show at Bielefelder Kunstverein

      

Tags: Bielefeld, Bielefelder Kunstverein, Can Altay, Clément Rodzielski, Davide Balula, Emilie Pitoiset,

Europe, Germany, Michael Riedel, Peggy Buth
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Can Altay - Iman Issa
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Artist : Can Altay

Title : Middle: Can Atlay, Deposit (Spring Deficit: After Dubai, After Hammons, and after the

politics of white noise)

Date(s) : 2010

Website : www.rodeo-gallery.com

Credit : Photo: Serkan Taycan, courtesy of the Artist and Rodeo 

Review Maggie Gray

Istanbul may be capital of culture this year, but its Rodeo Gallery has other capitals

and other cultures to explore in its latest show. Can Altay (born in Ankara) and Iman

Issa (Cairo), are both city dwellers, and our relationship to the modern metropolis

forms the crux of this joint exhibition. The works are not new and, tucked into one

room, the exhibition is compact. But this unexpected, complicated pairing packs a lot

of ideas and avenues into a small space.

Altay’s ‘Spring Deficit: After Dubai; After Hammons; and after the politics of white

noise’ has a lengthy title, but a punchy, immediate, sensory impact. Placed in the

centre of the room, the installation consists of a mirrored table, with a loud speaker

sunk into it, on top of which lies a layer of sand. As you enter, the speaker is

switched on and the white noise begins. Unexpectedly loud and reverberating, it fills

the room and your head, making the sand leap and dance like a fountain. As a

comment on the gulf cities it is concise and suggestive. The sand comes alive with

the rumble of industry (the speaker’s clamour reminded me at intervals of aeroplanes,

cars, drills). The mirror is the city’s flashy veneer, a shiny spectacle in which we –

reflected as we peer down our noses at it – are implicated. This loud, confident

installation is a mock-up of the new cities that the western world, as Altay puts it,

loves to hate.

Issa’s work is reflective in a different way. Her series of six ‘Triptychs’ is inward-

looking, personal, obscure. Each piece combines photos, video, sound, objects and

texts – personal memories and impressions first collected and restaged in 2009 New

York. The links between the triptych elements are often baffling, but evocative. One

combination of an empty seating area, a chess set, metronome and lightbulb might

signify dead time and lonely company. A shallow theatre-shaped set of steps, musical

THIS IS TOMORROW 
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signify dead time and lonely company. A shallow theatre-shaped set of steps, musical

instrument, Egyptian flag and stepped wooden block with a red taped path through its

centre seem to suggest ceremony.

But beyond these general themes, Issa’s places remain acutely personal, and

inaccessible. Cairo features, but not in any form familiar to most of us. No landmarks

appear; in fact most images are unpeopled still lifes. These are reconstructed images,

their neatness and exactitude creating a nostalgic, altered air which Issa

acknowledges. We cannot fully grasp the meaning of these snapshots that the artist

professes not to recognise completely herself.

These are very different installations. At first, their combination is bewildering. The

exhibition, constructed as a dialogue, sometimes seems more of a fight. Altay’s sand

rumbles over Issa’s quieter installations, but they in turn assert themselves

enigmatically and effectively by their still suggestiveness. Whether the end effect

appalls or thrills you, it echoes city life. Out of a city’s cacophony of noise and

images, each of us extracts threads of personal experience that both pin down and

transform the place. Altay and Issa’s pieces work together in contradiction.
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installation is a mock-up of the new cities that the western world, as Altay puts it,
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Issa’s work is reflective in a different way. Her series of six ‘Triptychs’ is inward-

looking, personal, obscure. Each piece combines photos, video, sound, objects and
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switched on and the white noise begins. Unexpectedly loud and reverberating, it fills

the room and your head, making the sand leap and dance like a fountain. As a

comment on the gulf cities it is concise and suggestive. The sand comes alive with

the rumble of industry (the speaker’s clamour reminded me at intervals of aeroplanes,

cars, drills). The mirror is the city’s flashy veneer, a shiny spectacle in which we –

reflected as we peer down our noses at it – are implicated. This loud, confident

installation is a mock-up of the new cities that the western world, as Altay puts it,

loves to hate.

Issa’s work is reflective in a different way. Her series of six ‘Triptychs’ is inward-

looking, personal, obscure. Each piece combines photos, video, sound, objects and

texts – personal memories and impressions first collected and restaged in 2009 New

York. The links between the triptych elements are often baffling, but evocative. One

combination of an empty seating area, a chess set, metronome and lightbulb might

signify dead time and lonely company. A shallow theatre-shaped set of steps, musical
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The appearance of public art is often the result of top-down decision-making or capital-driven urban
regeneration. In “COHAB: An Assembly of Spare Parts,” Can Altay reviewed the genre, examining its
reception at street level by the people who live with it and, in turn, addressing what he evocatively called
the “agency” of artworks that persist in our environment.

As his object of study, Altay took Utrecht, a city famous (or notorious) in Holland for its more than four
hundred public artworks. His exhibition was structured around “assembly points”—wooden units echoing
the architecture of postwar social housing—which were surrounded by charts that mapped the bursts of
public art in Utrecht in each decade since the 1920s (Territorial Enquiry; all works 2011), faux-
bureaucratic forms inviting the audience to share their thoughts on art in urban spaces (Public Form),
and maquettes showing alternative uses for existing public sculpture (Balancing Act). Among the other
elements in the show, Excerpts are photographs of small, anonymous interventions in the urban space
—a sticker on the eye of a statue, a plastic doll tied to a tree—hanging, unframed and only partly visible,
on horizontal poles. On the COHAB Cases Study Table, the visitor could browse files on particular public
artworks, including Barry Flanagan’s Thinker on a Rock, 1997, and Cornelius Rogge’s Tent Projects,
1975. The former, on a busy downtown square, is a bronze sculpture of a pensive hare posing as
Rodin’s Thinker; the latter, a colossal iron tower in the shape of a tent, sited in a social-housing project
on the city’s periphery. Each is a part of the city’s everyday environment, but the files show that they
also exemplify the controversy that may ensue when such works are received by locals not as a token of
a budding civitas but instead as “plop art” or even an invasive misreading of the place where they live.
There was also room in the exhibition for comparative studies. One of these was a file on the fate of two
monuments in Altay’s native Turkey, while another addressed the question of governmental surveillance
by way of RQ-170, the drone stealth plane used by the US to spy on Osama bin Laden. “COHAB” also
included a series of public discussions and a faux-bureaucratic survey of opinions and anecdotes from
the local neighborhood. By such means, the exhibition performed its own ethics.

Rather than taking a site-specific approach, “COHAB” dealt with the repercussions of public art in the
urban fabric and in the minds and bodies of people. Accordingly, Altay’s constructivism took improvised
and de-aestheticized forms from what was at hand, as if materializing the fragility of social imaginaries.
Yet if his sociology was brittle and stark, it was not unimaginative: It derived from the dream—or the
necessary fiction—of an inclusive public sphere that is perhaps inherently aesthetic because it is
produced by citizens who give frame and form to the visible appearance of the cohabitation of different
social groups.

Inevitably, “COHAB” resonated in the current context of drastic cutbacks in art and culture recently
announced by the Dutch government. In its critique of the public artwork and its exposure of the
entanglement of aesthetic and political processes, Altay’s project testified to how an evisceration of
cultural institutions can only inhibit the democratic debate that takes place in and through art.

—Lars Bang Larsen

Can Altay
CASCO OFFICE FOR ART, DESIGN AND THEORY

View of “Can Altay,” 2011.
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Independent Gazette: Damián Ortega and Can Altay

Posted in Art, Review by Lorena Muñoz-Alonso on November 25, 2010

This review was published on the 24h of November 2010 in the issue #8 of THE LAST JOURNAL, the free

weekly newspaper and incremental catalogue of The Last Newspaper exhibition at the New Museum, New

York.

INDEPENDENT GAZETTE

Lorena Muñoz-Alonso reports from London on two newspaper-inspired exhibitions: ‘The Independent’ (Damián

Ortega at The Curve, Barbican) and ‘Can Altay: The Church Street Partners’ Gazette’, The Showroom.

The walls of the gallery are dotted with twenty-two newspaper clippings pinned in plastic pockets, those cheap

ones we all use when we feel the urge of being organized. Twenty-two sculptures, made just in the span of a month

in response to those selected news, are scattered on the floor, leaning against the walls and hanging from the

ceiling of the Barbican’s Curve gallery. This is Mexican artist Damián Ortega’s current project, titled The

Independent after the center-left British newspaper that has been his main focus of attention. For this very

particular commission, he set himself the challenge of creating a sculpture a day during a month, mimicking the

daily working pattern of a newspaper.

Even though the brief and the timeline that he imposed on himself were strict, they haven’t taken over the art

itself. The resulting pieces are still very ‘Ortega-esque’, each of them inhabiting his particular universe, always

fascinated with the readymade, and the potential of the everyday life of objects. There are also a few pieces which

evidence his ongoing interest in layering and deconstructing such objects. Architecture Without Architects is a

fantastical living room suspended from the ceiling like a Magritte painting come to life. The accompanying

publication of the show is, fittingly, a newspaper called The Independent.
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Damián Ortega’s Architecture Without Architects at The Independent exhibition. Courtesy Barbican Art Gallery.

Photo: Eliot Wyman (2010)

On the other side of London at The Showroom a completely different artistic practice related to the newspaper is

being staged. One whose goal is the production of a single edition newspaper: The Church Street Partners’

Gazette, which will see the light on the very last day of the show at the end of November. I open the gallery doors

to step into a space that resembles a local community meeting space, which is, in fact, the aim of the Turkish artist

Can Altay. Yet on the morning of my visit it feels quite empty and a bit desolate. A table and sixteen plastic chairs

await to be activated by one of the meetings that take place every one or two weeks. The walls are covered with

print-outs of the newspaper in process and twenty-six photographs that depict picturesque scenes of The

Showroom’s local area, especially the nearby Church Street, the main focus of the artist due to its lively market

and mixed community. In keeping with Altay’s practice a wooden structure – an ephemeral, improvised

architectural element – serves both as a space organizer and as a display device, where a local sign maker by the

name of Joan of Art has painted messages taken from previous discussions and meetings.

The Church Street Partners’ Gazette is certainly an experimental and socially engaged work. But so local it its

focus – and so dependent on those meetings with local spokespersons and communities to ‘come alive’ – that the

regular non-local visitor may well feel that they can’t really participate. There is a sense of opacity, of not

belonging to that community, and there is not much else in that space to distract the viewer from that fact.

Damián Ortega’s show, on the other hand, doesn’t rely on any kind of participation in the making of the works, but

the currency of the subjects plus the everydayness of the materials give the show a very accessible and universal

feel. Shouldn’t that be the true aim of communication?
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On the other side of London at The Showroom a completely different artistic practice related to the newspaper is

being staged. One whose goal is the production of a single edition newspaper: The Church Street Partners’

Gazette, which will see the light on the very last day of the show at the end of November. I open the gallery doors

to step into a space that resembles a local community meeting space, which is, in fact, the aim of the Turkish artist

Can Altay. Yet on the morning of my visit it feels quite empty and a bit desolate. A table and sixteen plastic chairs

await to be activated by one of the meetings that take place every one or two weeks. The walls are covered with

print-outs of the newspaper in process and twenty-six photographs that depict picturesque scenes of The

Showroom’s local area, especially the nearby Church Street, the main focus of the artist due to its lively market

and mixed community. In keeping with Altay’s practice a wooden structure – an ephemeral, improvised

architectural element – serves both as a space organizer and as a display device, where a local sign maker by the

name of Joan of Art has painted messages taken from previous discussions and meetings.

The Church Street Partners’ Gazette is certainly an experimental and socially engaged work. But so local it its

focus – and so dependent on those meetings with local spokespersons and communities to ‘come alive’ – that the

regular non-local visitor may well feel that they can’t really participate. There is a sense of opacity, of not

belonging to that community, and there is not much else in that space to distract the viewer from that fact.

Damián Ortega’s show, on the other hand, doesn’t rely on any kind of participation in the making of the works, but

the currency of the subjects plus the everydayness of the materials give the show a very accessible and universal

feel. Shouldn’t that be the true aim of communication?
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Installation view of Can Altay’s exhibition ‘Church Street Partners’ Gazette’. Courtesy: the artist and The

Showroom, London. Photograph: (c) Daniel Brooke (2010)

However, a key aspect to approaching these shows is realizing how they point towards a current phenomena than

can’t be overlooked: the gallery or museum as (mass) media producer. The weekly newspaper in which you are

reading these words is an obvious good example, but far from an isolated one. The London art scene has

witnessed in these autumn months an explosion of media-related projects within art spaces. Alongside the

Barbican and The Showroom exhibitions one could also mention the Charlie Woolley’s Radio Show project at

SPACE. Woolley turned the gallery of SPACE into a fully-operating radio studio where he broadcast a show five

days a week for seven weeks. With a plethora of artists, writers, musicians, djs and comedians joining Woolley

live, the Radio Show became a platform for collaboration and expanded dialogue. And Auto Italia, an artist run

space in Southeast London, has just finished a five week run of one-hour transmissions, broadcast live on the

internet, courtesy of the multifaceted artistic collective LuckyPDF. What does this (recurrent) fascination of the

gallery and museum with media forms really mean? What does it saying about the current art scene and how it is

consumed? More information coming soon to your local newsstand.

-

The Last Newspaper is on view from the 6th of October 2010 till the 9th of January 2011 at at the New

Museum, New York.

THE LAST JOURNAL is edited by Latitudes

Damián Ortega’s The Independent is on view at the Barbican’s Curve Gallery, London, until the 16th oj January

2011.

leave a comment
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Hüseyin Bahri Alptekin

SALT Beyoglu

Platform Garanti Contemporary Art Center closed its doors

at the end of 2007. The next phase for this non-profit

organization – backed, like many arts institutions in Turkey,

by a high-street bank – was a major expansion, filling out its

original six-storey building on Istanbul’s main shopping strip,

as well as opening a separate home for its extensive archive.

The former opened in April, under the name SALT Beyoglu,

while the latter, SALT Galata, will house Platform‘s former

archive in the former Ottoman Bank Headquarters nearby.

Three and a half years is a long time for an organization so

instrumental in developing Istanbul’s art scene to be closed,

but then its founder, Vasıf Kortun, had big ambitions: in

2009 he said he was envisioning ‘more or less an

encyclopaedic institution’. What does this entail? For the

most part, a broadening of Platform’s work: exhibitions,

conferences, talks and film programmes, with a special

emphasis on research, the importance of which is difficult to

overstate in the context of Turkey’s chronic lack of public

funding. The only discontinued aspect is the international

artists’ residency programme, a decision I’d guess was partly

due to reduced international funding and partly a reasoned

response to there now being more artists based in Istanbul

than when Platform opened a decade ago.

‘Salt’ in Turkish means ‘only’, ‘simple’ or, according to the

online translator I used, ‘unvarnished’. It’s this latter

definition that came closest to the state of SALT Beyoglu

when I visited: the wooden gallery walls were left

intentionally bare; nothing much was growing in Fritz Haeg’s

rooftop greenhouse garden; even the mutating typeface of its

new brand identity catches some of the in-progress feel.

While the breadth of SALT’s stated ambition is admirable,

there are notable mismatches between its declarative rhetoric

and a new institution which is still, in practice, only

tentatively open: for example, its columned ground-floor

space – dubbed the ‘Forum’ – has been left largely empty and

open to the street, hoping to broker an easy introduction with

a new public. Apart from a cloakroom, some flatscreen

displays of programme information and a smattering of

benches, the Forum is more no-man’s land than meeting

place, and could have been put to better used for exhibitions

(or anything else). And for an institution putting so much

emphasis on its archive, there is little explicit description of
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what its archive and library actually comprise at this point, or

how they will be presented in the Galata space. While SALT

may well have laid the foundations for something

encyclopaedic, its form hasn’t yet come into focus.

SALT Beyoglu’s two inaugural shows, both of which were

strong, signalled its possible institutional priorities.

Organized by Kortun and Duygu Demir, and split over two of

its three floors of exhibition space, the main show was the

largest survey to date of Hüseyin Bahri Alptekin, who died in

his studio at the age of 50 shortly after representing Turkey

in the 2007 Venice Biennale. A prolific artist, teacher and

writer, Alptekin (whose archive SALT has acquired) was an

important figure for many of his young contemporaries.

Made together with Michael Morris, his early ‘Heterotopia’

series (1992) – collages and shabby wall-based assemblages

of trinkets and clippings from Ankara markets – cemented

what was to be a tirelessly collaborative, determinedly

nomadic practice. The sense that another place can be

gestured to or assembled from the odds and ends of cross-

cultural detritus is the fragile hope that brightens Alptekin’s

deeply depressive work: as he once told Kortun, his abiding

themes were borders and boredom. ‘Capacity’ (2003), for

example, is a cluster of photographs of hotel and restaurant

signs – Napoli, Dallas, Berlin, Libya, California – never taken

in the eponymous city. Life or excitement, here, is always

elsewhere.

Opening the retrospective, a wall text by Alptekin gave an

overview of his working methods but also read like a list of

obstacles to a representative posthumous survey: ‘I am not a

studio artist’ (also the exhibition’s title); ‘I like site-specific

works’; ‘Most of the works I have done are

unphotographable’. These impediments weren’t

insurmountable, mostly because Alptekin didn’t play so

strictly by his own rules, though another assertion – ‘I like to

collaborate with other artists’ – was more problematic. In

addition to the inclusion of the pieces he made with Morris,

this was attended to by the curators’ invitation to five of

Alptekin’s friends and associates to exhibit work informed by

or related to his life and work. Not all of these were welcome

(such as Camille Rocha’s tiresome videos), though many

were. Gabriel Lester, for example, recreated the billowing

lace curtains caught in a mournful series of photos Alptekin

took while visiting a sanatorium, while three riotous new

videos by Nedko Solakov caught something of the eternally

exasperated tourist ground down by his destination: ‘It’s truly

fucking me…,’ he mutters, while struggling along the Great

Wall of China (‘Tourist’, 2011). Can Altay, who collaborated

with Alptekin on the Bunker Research Group, presented

Merzbahri: global hangover (2011), a reworked version of a

project he initiated last year in a public park in Istanbul. The

title is a pun on Kurt Schwitters’ Merzbau – with all of its
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Can Altay & Jeremiah Day

Arcade, London, UK

An exhibition as a work-in-progress is unusual in a

commercial gallery, though this is the impression left by Can
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what its archive and library actually comprise at this point, or

how they will be presented in the Galata space. While SALT

may well have laid the foundations for something

encyclopaedic, its form hasn’t yet come into focus.

SALT Beyoglu’s two inaugural shows, both of which were

strong, signalled its possible institutional priorities.

Organized by Kortun and Duygu Demir, and split over two of

its three floors of exhibition space, the main show was the

largest survey to date of Hüseyin Bahri Alptekin, who died in

his studio at the age of 50 shortly after representing Turkey

in the 2007 Venice Biennale. A prolific artist, teacher and

writer, Alptekin (whose archive SALT has acquired) was an

important figure for many of his young contemporaries.

Made together with Michael Morris, his early ‘Heterotopia’

series (1992) – collages and shabby wall-based assemblages

of trinkets and clippings from Ankara markets – cemented

what was to be a tirelessly collaborative, determinedly

nomadic practice. The sense that another place can be

gestured to or assembled from the odds and ends of cross-

cultural detritus is the fragile hope that brightens Alptekin’s

deeply depressive work: as he once told Kortun, his abiding

themes were borders and boredom. ‘Capacity’ (2003), for

example, is a cluster of photographs of hotel and restaurant

signs – Napoli, Dallas, Berlin, Libya, California – never taken

in the eponymous city. Life or excitement, here, is always

elsewhere.

Opening the retrospective, a wall text by Alptekin gave an

overview of his working methods but also read like a list of

obstacles to a representative posthumous survey: ‘I am not a

studio artist’ (also the exhibition’s title); ‘I like site-specific

works’; ‘Most of the works I have done are

unphotographable’. These impediments weren’t

insurmountable, mostly because Alptekin didn’t play so

strictly by his own rules, though another assertion – ‘I like to

collaborate with other artists’ – was more problematic. In

addition to the inclusion of the pieces he made with Morris,

this was attended to by the curators’ invitation to five of

Alptekin’s friends and associates to exhibit work informed by

or related to his life and work. Not all of these were welcome

(such as Camille Rocha’s tiresome videos), though many

were. Gabriel Lester, for example, recreated the billowing

lace curtains caught in a mournful series of photos Alptekin

took while visiting a sanatorium, while three riotous new

videos by Nedko Solakov caught something of the eternally

exasperated tourist ground down by his destination: ‘It’s truly

fucking me…,’ he mutters, while struggling along the Great

Wall of China (‘Tourist’, 2011). Can Altay, who collaborated

with Alptekin on the Bunker Research Group, presented

Merzbahri: global hangover (2011), a reworked version of a

project he initiated last year in a public park in Istanbul. The

title is a pun on Kurt Schwitters’ Merzbau – with all of its11/4/11 Frieze Magazine | Archive | Hüseyin Bahri Alptekin
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associations with seclusion and itinerancy – though ‘global

hangover’ is more oblique, relating to the obituary Altay

wrote for Alptekin, in which he quoted William Gibson’s claim

that the soul cannot keep up with air travel. Depression as the

undiagnosable condition of globally mobile modernity is

Alptekin’s most poignant – even upsetting – theme. 

The inclusion of younger artists such as Altay, as well as

Ahmet Ögüt, whose installation Across the Hump (2008) was

shown in the first-floor gallery in the inaugural exhibition of

the ‘Modern Essays’ series, which will seek to examine

westernization and modernization, points to the historicizing

activity that SALT seems to be pursuing – emerging careers

are nurtured, archives are preserved and dots are joined.

SALT is the most recent addition to a rapidly expanding

group of privately funded foundations and galleries in

Istanbul, but what sets it apart from these (often slick, often

underperforming) spaces is the way that it plans to privilege

research; when its second space, devoted to libraries and

archiving, opens in a few months from now, it will be

interesting to see where, as an institution, its heart resides.

Now, though, it is too soon to say – for the moment, at least,

SALT’s unvarnished ambition surely holds a lot of potential. 

Sam Thorne

Frieze
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what its archive and library actually comprise at this point, or
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Can Altay @ Zoo Art Fair 2009, Arcade, Stand C9.

Istanbul based artist Can Altay made an appearance at the Zoo Art Fair, at the stand of London
Gallery Arcade. Altay’s practice is rooted in architecture, which was his original choice of profession.
His early art works were investigations into the social relations of space as observations (rather than
proposals). Whilst researching his PhD (Department of Environmental Design and Architecture at
Bilkent University, Ankara) Altay’s friends introduced him to the ‘Minibars’ of Istanbul, and he
began to document them.

The ‘Minibar’ is an informal gathering of young people. Often inhabiting cleavages between
residential and office buildings, bars and other ad-hoc constructions sprung up to establish the use
and re-appropriation of space. According to Altay this phenomena was a life-affirming example of
the city dwellers’ need and usage redefining the built environment. ‘Minibar’ (2001) a multi-media
installation including photography, video and interviews lays evidence to Altay’s vision of the
optimistic re-drawing by architectural vigilantes, and points to the energy of the moment of action.
The project also relayed the subsequent obstructions implemented by local residents to prohibit the
minibar gatherings, including other forms of architecture; security fences and metal bars. These
territorial assertions are episodes in an on-going energetic process of negotiation, a constant fight for
the de-architecture and re-colonisation of space.

The work shown at Zoo was a reinterpretation of the fabric of the Art Fair. Apparently at a visit to
Freize Art Fair a couple of years ago Altay was struck by the significance the gallerist’s table plays
in the spacio-politcal dynamic of the art fair. As an alternative to the horizontal and aura heavy desk
seen at Freize, Altay’s stand furniture, designed especially for Zoo was a multi-directional armature
which invited the potential for social engagement. Oppositional seating, an opportunity to knock
knees with the gallerist, was combined with a permeable wall, made from a utilitarian arrangement of
wooden batons and pinned together to support a series of publication projects by the artist (including
on-going work Ey Ahali). The unit also incorporated a vertical stand, designed to prop a laptop upon,
and underneath which was packed totum of general gallery information, such as artist portfolios.

Altays’ persistent observations are not prescriptive, as his work from one moment to the next could
suggest a move from the celebration of the resourcefulness, to a need for proposals. Altays’ role has
shifted from anthropologist, to actor, to producer. His work has journeyed from the observation of
unpredictable re-configurations to the imposition of his own utopian vision, which if there is any
justice in the world must be destined for re-appropriation, or ruin.

Helen Kaplinsky
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Can Altay & Jeremiah Day

Arcade, London, UK

An exhibition as a work-in-progress is unusual in a

commercial gallery, though this is the impression left by Can
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commercial gallery, though this is the impression left by Can

Altay and Jeremiah Day’s show at young London space

Arcade. Comprising a collection of photographs and

scribblings, the show is an assemblage of ongoing thoughts

and ideas that may change even over the course of its stay at

the gallery. Newspaper clippings are pinned up in one

corner, while a small television set placed on the floor shows

a looped piece of film of a man’s hands manipulating a

mussel out of its shell. A conversation in Turkish plays out

from the speakers overhead. The overall effect is confusing

and intriguing in equal measure.

The exhibition has come out of a shared residency that Altay

and Day recently completed at Platform Garanti, the non-

profit arts centre in Istanbul. The duo first met at the Cork

Caucus in 2005, a meeting of more than 60 international

artists and writers that took place as part of the city’s tenure

as European Capital of Culture. The caucus explored the

ways in which contemporary art may impact upon society

and politics, themes that are pertinent to both Altay’s and

Day’s individual practices, as well as their work at Arcade.

Here the artists present an investigation of the city of

Istanbul, in part via its trade in stuffed mussels. A symbol of

the city, a transcription of the Turkish conversation playing

in the space reveals that the shellfish also has a political

resonance. The fisherman complains of being filmed without

permission and being misrepresented by the media. ‘But

when people come, they don’t come with good intentions,

they had secret camera, shooting me, I did not know, you see

what I mean,’ he says. ‘He’s shooting me on a secret camera

and all I say is true actually, but the way they show it, and

there’s no worth left of me once I’m on the TV like that.’
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which the exhibition remains an ongoing process, and a clear

evocation of Istanbul remains elusive in this show. Instead

the artists give us a series of fragmented ideas, an experience

perhaps akin to flicking through stations on a radio and

picking up currents of stories before moving on. Nothing is

quite complete or certain and we are left to discover (or

make up) the end of the narratives by ourselves. 

Eliza Williams
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The fisherman’s story blends with the other narratives hinted

at in the exhibition. The newspaper clippings refer to fugitive

vessels used to travel to the Greek islands as well as to the

‘Ergenekon’ case, an ongoing police probe that has seen

hundreds of prominent citizens, including retired army

generals, put on trial and accused of planning a coup. These

political tales of contemporary Istanbul merge with Day and

Altay’s own documentation, which comprises photographs

taken of street scenes and shots of life on the waterfront

alongside flow-charts of words that link the themes of the

exhibition together. It is unclear what is true and what is

fake, both in what is documented by the ‘real’ media – for, as

the fisherman says, can it be trusted? – and what is

presented by the artists.

On the opening night of the exhibition, Day added to these

ideas and stories with a performance piece (pictured above),

supposedly decided upon only days before. In it he crawled

across the gallery space while talking of his and Altay’s

experiences – both physical and mental – of living in the city

and of the numerous ideas they had during the residency,

some that were used and some not. At one stage, Day

mentioned a discussion where they questioned how to show

the stark variations in wealth and living conditions they

witnessed and explained their difficulty with this. His return

to these ideas in the performance reiterated the sense in

which the exhibition remains an ongoing process, and a clear
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CAN ALTAY

No bar, just bottles

25/05/2006 - 09/07/2006

Curator: Leire Vergara

Sala Rekalde

Alameda de Recalde 30, 48009 Bilbao

In an installation format, Turkish artist Can Altay (Ankara, 1975)

gathers the progress of research around the minibar phenomenon

in his hometown.

Using a bank of images presented in slide show form, a personal

library containing key reading for the author and other ephemeral

elements with which he encourages the audience to interact with

his work, Altay invites us to reflect on the informal uses of urban

space.

The minibar is not a radical appropriation of space, but rather an

exercise of socialisation where functionality and the regulation of

residential areas without precise boundaries become interrupted.

The minibar is actually a social structure created from an

architectural vacuum, a coming together that originally seeks no

commercial end product, an offer of specific service, which only

banks on the presence of the people who gather there, bringing

their own drink with them.

Altay’s work rests conceptually on social, economic and

representational dynamics that shape the production of space. He

carries out long-term observational studies that normally settle

around the city of Ankara as specific urban geography. His

enquiries lead in the direction of what has been termed psycho-

cartography, or psychosocial maps, that are inherently open to

multiple forms of composition and interpretation. Consequently,
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Domestic disobedience or 
disobedient domesticity

NAZLI YAYLA

Based in Istanbul and represented by Arcade in London, Can Altay will open his first solo show in Öktem & Aykut Gallery. 
We talked with the artist about his new exhibition, his works, cities and spaces.

Nazlı Yayla: You are opening an 
exhibition at Öktem & Aykut 
Gallery for the !rst time in 

September. Will this exhibition be a 
continuation of your solo exhibition 
at the Arcade Gallery? Can you tell us 
about your exhibition and works?   

Can Altay: It is a bit of a complicated 
exhibition, or should I say mixed? I 
am building an exhibition where a 
few new series or a few new works 
will coexist and interconnect. It makes 
sense to address solo shows as if they 
were a group exhibition and to create 
such a dynamic among the exhibited 
works. I explore the concept of 
domestication in relation to the gallery 
space that is actually an apartment, 
as well as the resistance shown to 
this domestication and inability to 
domesticate or be domesticated. On 
the other hand, I focus on scopic 
regimes. Visual arts are a sight-based 
discipline. I create a set of works that 
challenge this notion and which at 
times interrupt spatial perception and 
at times propose different ways of 
seeing. I try to address the apparatus 
constructed to dominate landscape 
and the regimes, which accompany 
them. We are planning to also include 
a work that I exhibited at the Arcade 
Gallery in May. This work, adjoining 
the space, is a sculpture - or a lamp – 
that in some way has a function but 
by disrupting this function it tries to 
elude it. A light bulb hangs down from 
the ceiling in the middle of the room 
and it rotates. While on the one hand 
it chases its tail, on the other hand it 
resists or shows resistance to being 
a part of the house or of the setting.  
The exhibition also coincides with 
the Feast of the Sacri!ce.  We are all 

familiar with the scene of sacri!cial 
animals running away. The exhibition 
will include a work addressing this 
scene, which is the most featured one 
in the press, of being captured after 
running away, or not being able to 
run away, and which has an inevitable 
!nale. There will be a work about the 
Third Bridge as well that investigates 
the violent transformation of Istanbul 
over notions of seeing, showing 
and recording. This is also relates 
to landscape traditions by means 
of landscape painting. Ultimately 
what they all have in common is 
the mechanism of domestication 
or control mechanisms in general, 
and their attempt to resist these.  
We could translate this notion as 
domestic disobedience or disobedient 
domesticity. 

N. Y.: You make conceptual works. 
The domestication of conceptual 
works, surely, is more dif!cult. How 
do you sell this kind of work?

C. A.: The fact that my work is a 
commodity in the market that can 
get in circulation or be bought and 
sold is not my priority. My priority 
is always the relationship that my 
work will establish with the viewer 
or potential viewers, and the moment 
of contemplation, the potential of 
transformation and questioning that 
this encounter will deliver. When we 
look at it like this, we realize that 
the environments in which these 
moments might be associated with 
the practice of collecting are provided 
by individuals and institutions that 
approach collecting with a sort of 
responsibility of conservation.       

Getting artworks into circulation in 
the market is not the only function of 
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commercial galleries. Traditionally, 
they also have the responsibility to 
somehow show these artworks and 
make them visible. For example, 
they exhibited the works from the 
collections of three collectors during 
the “Every Inclusion is an Exclusion 
of Other Possibilities” exhibition at 
SALT. Most of the artworks in this 
exhibition are not easily domesticated. 
Although they resist domestication, 
they get into collections and in this 
way they can still meet audiences. On 
the other hand, I am also interested in 
the tension of living together with an 
artwork; in other words, the state of 
being a part of the same space as the 
artwork. 

N. Y.: So what do you have 
against these spaces? You have an 
undergraduate and a Master degree 
from the faculty of architecture. You 
are currently Department Head of 
Industrial Design at Bilgi University. 
Were these not enough to create-new 
spaces-or ideal spaces? 

C. A.: Where else do we live? This 
concept that we all live, inhabit and 
actually produce together necessitates 
the questioning of space and opening 
it up for discussion. Creating the 
ideal space is not the point either. 
When we considered in         relation 
to the practice of design there 
might be a quest for an ideal space, 
however I am concerned about the 
impossibility of an ideal space and 
I problematize this. Assuming that 
space is always a political, social, and 
economic construct, I question our 
way of perceiving space with spatial 
interventions. Moreover I look at the 
circumstances that we are constantly 
included, take part in and I frankly 
don’t think we could separate space 
and time. In my projects about the city, 
I try to comment on space again, by 
means documents and documentation.         

N. Y.: As you have declared regarding 
your work “We’re Papermen”, he 
said, 2003, can we not be completed 
without challenging the boundaries 
and the rules of the space and the 
system in which we !nd ourselves? Is 
that space unable to function? Can it 
not be completed?       

C. A.: We are born into both spaces 
and systems. But our perceptions 
and what we want to see are limited. 
I am very much interested in those 
moments when these limits, or their 
state of being limits, are visible and 
when they are challenged. This is 
something existential. My main 
focus is on questions such as how we 

inhabit the spaces and systems into 
which we are born, how much of 
these ways of inhabiting are coded in 
us, how much they can be challenged 
and which those limits are that we 
presuppose so that we challenge them. 
In Papermen, I was interested, on the 
one hand, in how they bring out the 
city’s invisible potential (or an internal 
excess) and this structure’s relation to 
the informal sector and on the other 
hand in how they create a virtually 
independent layer or a parallel 
universe which everyone refuses to see. 
They signi!cantly contribute to the city 
both economically and ecologically 
even though they are not recognized 
or included in the system. Although 
it has been 12 years, this project still 
preserves its validity.   

N. Y.: You are in Istanbul now. 
The three cities in your life, Ankara, 
Istanbul and London, what do they 
signify for you as spaces?

C. A.: I actually went to London 
going after Aslı, my present wife 
who was my girlfriend at the time. I 
can say that I made great friends in 
England and my subjects of interest for 
discussion found a relevance there. I 
somehow still have a strong bond not 
only with London but with England 
as well. For example, at the moment I 
have two projects ongoing in different 
cities. It is dif!cult to say something 
about Istanbul without using clichés. 
However, Istanbul is a city which I 
still remain on the margins of but I 
am learning a lot about it. Ankara on 
the other hand, for me, is formative 
and it is where my artistic practice as 
well my discourse was shaped. It is 
where I conceived of the relationship 
between space and society and of 
how this relationship is constructed. 
And inevitably, you can come across 
childhood memories in unexpected 
moments, they do not stop following.

N. Y.: What are you reading these 
days?

C. A.: Recently I am conceptually 
interested in what is called 
post-humanities, going beyond 
anthropocentric thinking or the 
comprehension of the limits brought 
on by it. I am reading somethings 
concerning how what we refer to and 
accept as environment has actually 
been shaped under human in"uence 
for a very long time, concerning 
the need to rethink dichotomies 
such as arti!cial-natural and how 
humanities might go beyond thinking 
anthropocentrically and consider the 
organic together with the inorganic. 

On the other hand, there is the issue 
of commons which is currently on 
the agenda. Questions such as; how 
we can consider the city, urban space 
and publicity, what are some other 
ways of transforming ourselves and 
the city.  And most importantly, how 
we could expand language where 
current language and literature remain 
insuf!cient, how we could articulate 
ourselves; this is my main subject of 
interest at the moment. So I think 
we need to go back to literature and 
look at it again. Narrative attracts 
my attention these days. I’m reading 
Roberto Bolaño at the moment. The 
genre of essay is both an interesting 
format and I !nd it akin to my work. 
Essay seems to me very signi!cant 
both as a literary text and as an act. I 
prefer to read essays where ideas are 
tested rather than read scienti!c texts. 
Recently somebody asked me ‘So what 
is your profession?’ What I do is not 
always textual but as acts/actions they 
are actually essays. Consider how the 
genre of essay, like stories and novels, 
had dif!culty in !nding a place for 
itself, my work might have a similar 
relation to the visual arts market. 

N. Y.: We started with your 
exhibition that will be opened at 
Öktem & Aykut Gallery. Why did 
you decide to work with a gallery 
in Istanbul now: why did you select 
Öktem & Aykut Gallery and what 
are your expectations from this 
partnership?

C. A.: So far, I was hesitant about the 
market and gallery system in general 
rather than about a speci!c gallery. 
Working with Arcade in London since 
2008, was a warm-up for me. The fact 
that Arcade is far away and that is a 
relatively small gallery, were positive 
aspects for me. A number of factors 
play a role in my decision to work 
with a gallery. The character of the 
gallery space and the characters of 
those who run or own the gallery are 
very important. I would like to build 
a certain intimacy and trust with the 
place I work with. In the meantime, 
mostly, I bear in mind the exhibitions 
I could realize within that space. I 
prioritize the dreams, possibilities and 
probabilities triggered by the gallery 
space rather than whether a work gets 
into circulation or not. Both Arcade 
and Öktem & Aykut are small scale 
galleries compared to museums or   
other exhibition spaces. Arcade is a 
small shop and Öktem&Aykut is an 
old apartment. As such, their size and 
character arouse feelings of intimacy 

Where else do we 
live? This concept that 
we all live, inhabit 
and actually produce 
together necessitates 
the questioning of space 
and opening it up for 
discussion. Creating the 
ideal space is not the 
point either. When we 
considered in relation 
to the practice of design 
there might be a quest for 
an ideal space, however 
I am concerned about the 
impossibility of an ideal 
space and I problematize 
this. Assuming that space 
is always a political, 
social, and economic 
construct, I question our 
way of perceiving space 
with spatial interventions.

and sincerity in me. I envision both 
spaces as a ground where it might 
be easier to cover the distance which 
might be born between the artwork 
and the viewer. Both galleries are 
ambitious in what they do, but they 
also have an unpretentious and humble 
character.  This also has an impact on 
me.  

Ultimately, it is the need have a 
cautious approach to its market 
dynamics that underlies my 
reservations about Istanbul. Being 
relaxed about Istanbul at this point 
plays a major role in how the 
possibility of having an exhibition here 
and what I imagine about it motivates 
me. And, of course, the feeling of 
working with Tankut and Do#a also 
plays a major part in my decision.    
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Can Altay

Ankara's public spaces, slide-shows, animations and videos

Can Altay studied architecture before he began to exhibit as

an artist, but it is more often the unplanned, unforeseen and

unsanctioned uses of urban space that are the subjects of his

art works. In 2001 he began to write about and document the

‘minibar’ phenomenon in his home city of Ankara in Turkey, a

scene that has its counterpart in many other towns and cities

around the world. The minibars are not street parties exactly,

but informal (and technically illegal) one-night happenings

that colonize suitable gaps in the built landscape – the spaces

between apartment buildings – and turn them into temporary

open-air night-clubs. Altay has filmed and photographed

some of these events, interviewed some of the participants

and documented the barriers put up by local residents to

discourage them, and then presented this material alongside

a small collection of classic texts on the ideological

construction of urban space. The texts have been annotated

by Altay with Post-it notes, and the audience are encouraged

to add their own thoughts in the same format.

More recent works have applied similar methods – a mix of

slide shows, animations, videos, interviews and texts by Altay

and others – to the investigation of Ankara’s ‘papermen’, the

city’s rag-pickers, unofficial recyclers and, in a recent show at

the Kunsthaus Dresden, unlicensed street traders. Informal

economies, clandestine organizations and the subversion and

occupation of urban space are alive and well, and Altay shows

the Turkish capital to be full of spontaneous and self-

regulating networks that have largely been produced by

failures in the formal system. His practice stands out because

it’s grounded in the city he lives in and understands, and

because the investigations he undertakes have developed

over time. There’s a focus and a clarity to his field of study,

and each succeeding work connects with the rest, building

from a Zeitgeisty survey of teenage drinking into a genuine

mapping of these twilight zones, which are outside the law

and yet central to the life of the city. What links his works is

the idea of a commons – not explicitly in terms of a nostalgic

or hopeful longing for the recreation of pre-capitalist

locations but simply through the observation that, though

modern urban public space is not publicly owned, social and

economic pressures have led certain groups to claim it as

such, despite the risk of being criminalized in the process.
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Can Altay & Jeremiah Day

Arcade, London, UK

An exhibition as a work-in-progress is unusual in a

commercial gallery, though this is the impression left by Can
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The work also addresses a kind of micro-politics, in the

specific sense of everyday transaction and negotiation. This is

seen, for example, in the observation that though the

minibars are discouraged and constantly move from one spot

to another to avoid harassment, the participants respect

certain unspoken rules of behaviour that make it possible for

the authorities to tolerate them, or in the tightly defensive

organizations formed by the papermen and street traders to

protect their meagre living from those who are unfortunate

enough to aspire to it. But, though the work fits neatly into

the neo-tradition of urbanism, it’s not polemical and it

doesn’t glamorize or flatten out its subjects to make them fit

any particular conclusion. There’s no Utopianism here, just

attention to real existing situations. Added to this is a

welcome awareness of the sometimes uncomfortable

relationship between document and theory or between the

observer and those observed, and a sensitivity to the

uncomfortable non-relationship between the art context and

the field of activity being portrayed.

Perhaps in order to apply a similar logic within the art context

itself, and with a nod to the recycling methods of the

papermen, Altay’s contribution to the recent group exhibition

‘Art For … Part 2’ at Platform Garanti in Istanbul was to

appropriate the works presented in the first part of the show

and reconfigure them. The show was then itself also

appropriated and the project continued through the next

exhibition, ‘Normalization’, with photographs, videos,

drawings and installations from 19 artists now condensed, re-

edited and woven together, accreting in a corner of the

exhibition space like a miniature shanty town on the edge of

the orderly and spacious curated show. 

Altay’s reworking suggested the existence of other possible

interpretations of the work, but, like his research into the

informal social and economic activity that appropriates

Ankara’s nominally public urban spaces, it also suggested the

possibility of alternatives to the architectural, economic and

ideological framework in which they were placed.

Will Bradley
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Can Altay : 
»We're papermen«, he said, 2003

room installation 
multiprojection, text, sound, ca. 650 x 550 cm
Can Altay

 

A Dialogue between Deniz Altay und Engin Öncüoğlu [1]

Deniz Altay: From minibars to papermen; Can Altay’s works have been taking us to
journeys into the city. Following his tracks, we get involved in the daily urban practices,
we remember our position as an ordinary urban dweller and we recognize the existence
of others. 'Others' whom, Altay introduces as the ordinary unexpected.

Engin Öncüoğlu: From earlier on, since the moment that he has exposed his systematic
diaries in the common toilets of the building where the Ankara’da Genç Sanat 3

exhibition took place, Can Altay has been dealing with a wider issue. And with each
project we see him going deeper into this issue. The success in this earlier project and
the use of diary material, is that it points to a problem that is completely apart from
himself. Meanwhile on a separate layer, getting us engaged in his everyday practices,
Altay positions himself and his viewers to question one's own daily experience and what
it consists of.

DA: In his later works, Altay concentrates on issues that 'escape' most city dwellers'
attention. Marginal practices, their peculiar use of urban space and spaces created by the
inhabitants. Like 'minibars'; unplanned and unconstructed, but spaces 'produced' through
the alternative nocturnal practices of young people in the city of Ankara. The activities of
drinking, chatting, socializing, turned into a subversive practice due to their displacement
into a realm that was not presumed to host them. Similarly, in »We’re papermen« he

said he said, Altay investigates the operations of the unofficial garbage collectors known
by every inhabitant in major cities of Turkey, but neglected nonetheless.

EÖ: This potential in Altay's work is an opening that leads to an understanding of the
core problematic, the issue that prevails through his work. This 'issue' that can be
summarized as 'unpredictable reconfiguration', is from now on taken in-depth and in
unpretentious manners through the works.
The literary infrastructure of »We’re papermen« he said, even faces the risk of being
‘didactic’, but essentially stays as an 'agitative' and 'provocative' text which is far from
being 'precautious' or 'hesitant'. Also seen here is that Altay doesn’t want to prevent his
work taking on 'unpredictable' meanings and configurations. 
Similar tactics of agitation were employed in the Minibar projects where he described
relations between spaces and occupants who were producing these spaces as well as
those who were using the spaces within confined frames of planning.

DA: Through documenting his personal experiences and observations; Altay introduces
alternative approaches to look at the city and accordingly develops readings of the city.

EÖ: When we look at the way »We’re papermen« he said is installed, we see Altay
recording his daily life in the accuracy of an inventory and converting this into 'material'.
We collect and construct this material, which is familiar yet under-recognized, into a
narrative in gestures of selecting and sorting that recall 'papermen'. Yet, there is no
extra-ordinary record within this material. The singular difference is the attention and
awareness of the text, just as the map and route projected on the screen made up of
used paper, documents such a sameness yet awareness.
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used paper, documents such a sameness yet awareness.

DA: And doing so not only by sharing his own urban experiences with the visitors, but
also through providing them with means of involvement and giving them the opportunity
to perform similar practices within the installations. As in previous works, the
installations request a certain mode of 'dwelling in' from the viewer.

EÖ: We can go further and claim that Altay does not move with the intention to
illuminate or explain things, on the contrary, the motive is also about striving to see for
oneself. And upon dealing with that striving, it is never the visual or the textual 'work'
alone at stake, but as the viewer also introduces into the work, all these elements
interact to redefine the hierarchies of pre-given ideals of reception (both the viewers’ and
the artist’s reception of the work).

[1]: Deniz Altay is a city planner and urban designer. Engin Öncüoğlu is a writer. ^

Videostill: »We're papermen«, he said, 2003
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